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Editorial.
HE relation of Lucilius concerning Crassus that
he never laughed but once in all his life, and that
at an ass eating thistles, is less strange if we suppose
that worthy to have placed all expectation of jocundity
in the perusal of prefaces. For we are confirmed in the
opinion that no editorial proœmium to these pages would
have been able to draw his habitual austereness into a
smile; but that rather an indifferent and unridiculous
subject was a more proper motive of mirth than any of
those frigidities of wit and abortive jocosities on the
tricks of the climate, which become not the genius of
many ingenuities.
It was a desperate saying of Cosmus, Duke of
Florence, that if any man were discovered pulverising
another, he should presently be exterminated from the
republic; and another saith (though ’twas to an holy
man) “ roar not lest thou be abolished.” Now we derive
comfort plentiful from that blessed word pulverise, yet
cannot agree with certain of our correspondents and
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indeed with those in high place that we do wilfully or
excessively pulverise some with scurrilities. If that we
have hurt any man his feelings we are sorry much, yet
truly there be some of such dry and melancholick
temper, joltheads of no nimble understanding that
when but on the surface we do try to sport about them
they fail to perceive a jest therein and think themselves
attacked with more painful torture than Phalaris his
bull or Antiochus his biting snippers.
Herein too be it known unto our critics that The
Dial is not like that little animal yclept chameleon
that liveth, if fame be true, upon thin air, but rather
needeth those who will contribute right willingly and
regularly to its welfare, which failing, liketh it that we
shall be driven from that practice of sucking much
through a tube (which men call smoking) to much
rejoicing in the wine god Bacchus, for truly those
doctors and professors which call themselves philologists
do prove that the one leadeth to the other, seeing that
tobacco cometh from hellenic τῷ Βάκχῳ.
With this plea of quanta patimur we revert to forms
more orthodox.

Photo by J. Palmer Clarke
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Men of Mark.
XV.

B. L. A. KENNETT.
AMBRIDGE has been the birth place of many
famous men, and it is thus not very surprising
to find that Bernard Laurence Augustine Kennett was
born here on the eve of St. Valentine’s day 1892. It is
not recorded whether the chimes of Great St. Mary’s
were especially joyful on that particular evening, or
even if there was a bonner in what were then Prof.
Kennett’s rooms, but it was left for time to show what
great event had taken place within the walls of this un
appreciative town. It is however impossible to over
look the fact that he learnt to say the word ‘father’ quite
early in his existence.
Of true Scotch descent he at first wore the kilt of
his clan, but in due course assumed the usual garments
of the Preparatory School boy and started to assimilate
the intricacies of the alphabet with all his accustomed
impetuosity. It is said that at Goody’s, where he first
was mentally trained, he was a nervous child who
frequently indulged in tears. It is not stated however
if the tearfulness was a constitutional weakness or
whether it was caused by the hand or rod of authority.
He was deservedly popular amongst his school fellows
and retained enough learning to enable him to take up
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his residence at Ely at an early age. The many years
passed under the shade of the Cathedral taught him
many things and he began to find his feet not only in
school life but also upon the grass track of the playing
fields. And it is known that to within a certain
distance of perfection he had his voice trained.
In the year 1910 he came up to Queens’ and found
most of his time occupied in attempting to follow in the
footsteps of his elder brother. These however led him
direct to the tow path, but it was upon the cinder track

that our subject was to pass his spare time. At
Fenner’s he has become a well-known figure, and few
would recognise the studied easy style which char
acterises him to-day as the development of the crude
flat-footed shuffle with which he first entertained the
under groundsman three years ago. He is now Pre
sident of Queens’ Athletic Club and has done very
much to improve the position of the college in this
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direction. As the outcome of his painstaking en
thusiasm, Queens’ are now top of the Second Division
and will enter the First Division next year. Of his
personal triumphs much might be said, in fact his very
rooms talk to one of miles finished and strangers’ races
won. It is hoped by all that Queens’ Club will be the
culmination of his ’Varsity Athletic career.
It is not only in running that our subject excels;
for his is a varied and expansive intellect. From the
dull interest of Syriac Grammar and Hebrew verbs he
passes with ease into the realms of art. He is the
owner of an instrument of doubtful nomenclature and
cross-breed pattern with which he accompanies a voice
of fine volume and pleasing tone. His songs are
usually of the sentimental type but his taste is un
deniable. He is the author of many well-worn phrases
which range from one that concerns a certain breakfast
dish to one that implies the interior portion of a wellknown fruit. By nature he is impetuous and of a
romantic temperament and his heart is inclined to
govern his head.
He is well-known to all Queens’ men to whom his
sportsmanship and original remarks have endeared
him. And those who go down next year will miss his
cheery companionship and fairy tread. Of his future
there need be no fear—and as a minor canon or even in
any other walk of life he is certain to succeed. It is
the wish of all who know him that his future will be a
happy one and that this year and the years following
may contain all that he desires.
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Dialiana.
The Rev. C. T. Wood has published his Hebrew
Grammar: we hope to print a review in our next number.
Meanwhile we await with interest the next publication from
the high table.

A new society has been formed in Queens’ for the dis
cussion of religious and philosophical subjects. The inaugural
paper was read by Dr. McTaggart of Trinity College, on “ Dare
to be wise.” We hope the society will satisfy the need
for which it was formed.
Our athletic representatives are to be congratulated on
having won the cup for first place in the Second Division.
We should like to suggest that the two dinner parties
on two successive evenings at the high table were not advisable.
The numbers of our Dons and Porters were too thickly
depopulated and as we are superstitious, we cannot avoid
mentioning the subsequent relapse of the Chapel bell. It is
true that the bell which is rung for Hall proved a good
substitute, but it made morning chapel rather late because the
only available officiant under its influence took some time to
banish his waking visions of the previous evening’s enjoyment.
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University Life in Neuchatel.
OON after my arrival here in September, I found
myself in need of a five-centime stamp. A friend
informed me that the Post Office was a large yellow
stone building on the right. Having discovered such a
building, I ascended the wide flight of stone steps,
pushed open the massive oak door, and found myself in
a spacious hall. Feeling rather lonely, I approached
some more doors and pushed them open. In the
sanctuary, whither I at last arrived, I discovered a
small, rather dirty little girl sucking a knitting needle.
I said I wanted a five centime stamp. She looked
puzzled. “C’est bien la Poste?” I asked, “Non,
monsieur, c’est l’Université,” she said.
So I found it.
That happened in September, as I have said, when
the ’Varsity (what!) was down.
Term began a good deal later than at Cambridge,
so far as I remember, and I kept my first lecture at
8 o’clock one cold winter’s morning. Eight o’clock!
Think of it, you sluggards!! When I was at Queens’,
I little thought I should live to keep an 8 o’clock
lecture. We are indeed pawns in the hand of Destiny.
(It is, perhaps, only honest to admit that I have only
kept one since at that hour).
Shall I first tell of the hats of the male, or of the
persons of the female students, or of the atmosphere of
the lecture rooms, or of Simms?

S
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Perhaps I had better briefly describe proceedings,
before attempting personalities.
I turn up—or I do not, as the case may be, usually
is, in fact—at 8.15. The lectures always begin punc
tually a quarter of an hour late. The atmosphere, even
at that hour is little short of criminal. Atmosphere is
really almost a misnomer, implying, as it does, something respirable. The double windows exclude every
particle of God’s fresh air and the pipes are always
filled with boiling water. The first day I poke about,
and ring a bell, and a dirty little man appears with a
taper in his hand. He is the concierge, and he always
carries a taper, though its function has not yet transpired,
the entire University being lit by electric light. He
never knows anything about anything. I ask him
where Prof. X is lecturing: he waves his taper with a
large elemental gesture and says “Là-haut.” The
chances are therefore rather in favour of my arriving
late.
The lectures continue from 8–12; that is allowing
the fifteen minutes grace between each lecture. During
these breaks, every one walks up and down in the
corridors, and I have time to look at the students. My
course of lectures, the Séminaire, being exclusively
French, is naturally confined to foreigners. My fellowstudents number about 100, of which 80 are women,—
female, at any rate. Of the residue about four are
English, one of whom is Simms, of whom more anon.
The females are mainly Russian, more or less inex
cusably unattractive. They number 30 or 40. The rest
are Servian women, Bulgarian women, Greek women,
American women, and German women. I should dearly
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like to describe some of them, the White Maggot, for
instance, or the Kitchen Maid, or the Begum:—I attend
this course with one or two other Englishmen and
naturally we have nicknamed some of the more salient
skirted atrocities of this highly unmonastic seat of
learning. Space however forbids, and I must say a
word about the male students.
These last are mainly non-Séminaire students.
That is to say, they are Swiss or Germans, studying
Law, Theology, etc. They all indulge in the most
surprising head-dresses, even the elderly ones. The
German club sports an article somewhat resembling
a hybrid between one of those revolving smoke-pre
venting chimney-cowls and an Odol bottle, contrived
in Reckitts blue.
The other noticeable varieties
are the muffin and the sponge-bag. The first
type is self-explanatory. Imagine a large, heavilybuilt muffin, sometimes white, and sometimes crimson
(I speak, of course, of two varieties of muffin, not of
one Protean article) with a peak. That is that. Then
the sponge bag is carried out in velvet, green, blue, red
or black, according to circumstances, with hieroglyphics,
most of which contain, appropriately enough, an ex
clamation mark, embroidered in gold in the middle.
A last word about Simms. He is an old Queens’
man, whom I deduced from his facial resemblance to his
brother, who is. I fancy, still up. Simms is immense.
He simply runs the University. He is the communistic
chaperon at the bean-feasts and tea-fights, dispensing
dough-nuts and judicious advice at the door at the close
of proceedings. He organises all the expeditions and
heads all the subscription lists, attends all lectures, and
B
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is always intensely in earnest. We are going to have
an Old Queens’ dinner one of these days.
If there is still room, I might add that the cost of
learning here is distinctly moderate. Fifteen francs is
the immatriculation fee, and five francs the fee for each
course of lectures from October to March. Simms and
I are taking our Trip, on March 10th.–15th. Wish us
luck.
A. E. P. S.

Modern Architecture.
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Modern Architecture.
COMPARISON between the new buildings and
the older part of the College suggests many
thoughts on the lost art of building.
A proper diagnosis of this particular case might
lead us to discover the malady of modern building and
perhaps suggest a remedy; for here we have, in the old
College, building as a living art full of vitality and
health side by side with the chill and moribund forma
lism of modern work.
The new buildings are in the Tudor style of archi
tecture. The old buildings are Tutor architecture.
In the new we have all the proper and correct forms
by which the style of Tudor architecture may be
recognized by the experts in such matters, but the spirit
of the work, which is the heart of the matter, is lacking.
And what of the old?
Consider for a moment the old courts at Queens’
and note the delightful casual human quality of it all,
and how the instinct for essential beauties led the
builders to a proper scorn for all that mechanical
regularity which is the mark of modern work.
Visit the President’s Lodge and some of the old
College rooms and, in spite of adulterations of the
original vintage by eighteenth century additions, if you
are sensitive to the appeal of the builders’ art, you will
not easily forget the influences which are breathed out
from these old walls.
Such influences as these are not the least of the
factors which make an education at a Cambridge College
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something essentially different in kind from that received
for example at a modern board school. The paramount
importance of the builders’ art above all others is
nowhere better illustrated than here.
You are not obliged to open your books, you need
not go to picture galleries or museums, but you cannot
entirely escape from the constant influences of the
building, which encompass you on every side and which
create the atmosphere of your lives.
If this is admitted, it seems important that, in adding
to such a building as Queens’, something of the essential
qualities of the old work should be found in the new.
With such an inspiration close at hand it would seem
almost impossible to build in the cast iron modern
manner which distinguishes the new addition.
But no doubt in satisfying utilitarian requirements,
and in being externally adorned with all the proper
trimmings these new buildings adequately express the
architectural ideals of the majority.
M. H. B. S.
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Our Lecturers—3.
Scene: Mathematical Lecture Room.
Lecturer (speaks) : “Whell, you see, this is quite a
simple subject. There are two books we might use:
Bell’s book or Smith’s book. Bell’s book is the better
book of the two. We will use Smith’s book.
[Lecturer proceeds with his lecture, and after writing
something on the board, speaks as follows]:
“Whell, you see, that is how you express it. It does
not matter which way you put it down: You can put it
down either way: I have written it down the wrong way.
[Proceeds as before and draws a figure on the board].
“ This is a nellipse: it is a noval, shaped like a negg:
we will suppose that it is a symmetrical legg. I have
not drawn a very good figure, you see, but still it will do
alright...... at least no! I think I will draw a new figure
......oh no! The old one will do [proceeds as before].
“This, you see, is a [at this point the lecturer is
interrupted, but after a few minutes conversation with his
visitor proceeds] “ninteger......”
[Draws a circle on the board]. “Oh! I am sorry, I
meant to draw a tetrahedron of course......”
[As the clock strikes]. “Whell, you might just do
one or two examples for next time: oh yes, you might
try page 143, numbers 4, 7, 9, 15 ...... yes just do one or
two of those......”
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The Trial
(dreamt after hearing Mr. Benson on Lewis Carroll).

‘Roar not,’ shouted the Grey Rabbit, who was the
usher of the Court, ‘lest ye be abolished.’ Then there
was a sudden silence.
‘Good morning,’ said the judge, who happened to
be the Cook, ‘let me see, what accusation have you
brought to-day?’
On this the Grey Rabbit, having moistened his lips,
smacked them three times, and read as follows:—
‘Whereas this is a very curious case, in fact it is
ἅπαξ εἰρημένον, compare Eusebius’ De Natura Omni
borum, 1, 2, the Queen is accused of very riotous
behaviour lately.’
‘No, no, no, no,’ said the Queen, whose voice was
very ladylike.
‘I think perhaps we had better call the witness,’
said the Cook (who had a very apologetic voice), taking
no notice of this interruption.
‘Witness,’ roared the Grey Rabbit.
The handy man was witness. He came in with a
blackboard, saying, ‘I’ve been to see a man who’s had a
naccident. I am sorry if I am late, but he fell on the
foootway.’

The Trial.
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‘Well now,’ said the Cook,‘is that so? Well, that’s
very interesting.’
‘Bubbubbubbubbub,’ said the Grey Rabbit, ‘not a
bit of it.’ There are hundreds of examples. Compare
Austin, Tags no. 106—
I looked and lo! a dried fish sprang
With bubbling diamond eye,
And through the yellow vellum rang
This great despairing cry:
Oh where and oh what have those little fish done?
Oh how and oh why? and isn’t it fun?
† [What about them haddicks?]

Meanwhile the Handy man had been drawing
figure after figure, but the speech of the Grey Rabbit so
frightened him that he stopped suddenly at the seven
teenth circle, and took a long drive with the chalk,
saying, ‘Two up and one to play.’ As he spoke, the
chalk hit the Queen.
‘Oo......oo......oo......oo, ’ she ejaculated, ‘wretched
fellow. I did feel it so.’
At this moment the Gazeka put his head through
a neighbouring window, and waved one of his hands
limply to the court. ‘What fun,’ he burbled, ‘oh no!
I can’t really stand it’—as the little black monkey
crawled with great vivacity up his long neck. ‘I
wouldn’t if I were you,’ he continued, ‘and as I expect
† Interpolated: in worse MSS. only.
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you will want to hear him, I won’t detain you any longer
with any words of mine.’
‘Well, I hardly know,’ said a very deep voice,
which seemed to belong to the old Dicker, ‘I can
scarcely tell.’ These confused reverberating sounds
became clearer, and at last the dreamer woke. ‘It’s
’ight o’clock, Sir,’ said a petulant voice outside. And
the dream was shattered.
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Topographica.
Extracted from the diary of a Restoration traveller visiting
Cambridge a.d. 1913.

“SO come to Queens’ College, a fair building: and do
find, the chamber of Erasmus is now a green-room.
Through the first or old court and come to a great walnut
tree: and near by, a place called White Coffeehouse, where
met the chief professors and doctors, who converse, particularly
after eight o’clock of the evening, over a cup of coffee and
a pipe of tobacco. So to Doket Court, where much fine music,
especially on the organ. There the Carmelite house, a mean
and poor building, indeed one of the ugliest: and by, a great
new building. Which, tho’ very fine of itself, so lieth as
so to smite the optick horribly; not joined to the Carmelite, but
lying so far off as not more than ten or twelve feet, the lower
Chambers exceeding dark (so they lose in light what they think
to gain in space), and much space lost within by the evil disposition of the walls. Moreover it hath no similitude with the
environs, but imitating the Tudor style, whereby the dessigner
seeketh to glory himself, but not the Collegium. But the more
blame to those that would have, not beauty but expedience and
money’sworth: for they spoiled a heritage for all generations.”

C
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Post-Impressionism in the Early
Morning.
WAS walking calmly down Fleet Street when, to
my great surprise I was accosted by a pleasant little
personage in a desperate hurry, whom I seemed to
recollect having been my schoolfellow. He greeted me
with a “Cheery-ho Old Feller, come to the debate.”
“What debate?” said I.
“Why, I’m speaking on Co-Education and the
Chef’s opposing.”
“What’s the Chef?” I said.
“I say, how does it feel to be like that ? Don’t ye
know your A.B.C. Come along and talk. There’ll be
a nice company. I’m sure you’ll like it.”
“Right you are,” I said. “I’m a bit sleepy,
though. Don’t expect me to speak.” I stopped. “It’s
not one of those affairs where you make everybody say
something, is it? and I might want to leave early.” (I
was beginning to think I should be too late for my
bath, after all).
“Oh, don’t bother about a bath”—my companion
evidently divined my thoughts—“Besides we can have
lunch in the train.”
We went on to Liverpool Street by ’bus. The
conductor came for my ticket. He was a venerable
man.
“I have passed the Little-go.” I said.

I
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“I dare say, but I must have your certificate for
exemption from Part I.”
“I’m afraid you’ll have to wait a few days, then,
because I haven’t got any money on me.”
The conductor smiled and walked to the front of
the ’bus. “Here, Joe,” he said, “You’re beginning to
know something about these things, here’s a man that’s
got no money. Do we pass him or give him a first
class?”
“Split the infinitive,” said the driver.
“And that reminds me,” said I, joining unasked in
the conversation, “the other morning I waited ten
minutes outside one bath.”
The conductor looked at me as if the remark were
irrelevant; and while I was telling them how it was
because the man I was waiting for had taken it into his
head to shave, and that after finding this out I cried,
‘Shame,’ and moved on till I reached a blank wall, where
I was forced to turn up a flight of stairs——while I was
telling them all this in clear and forcible language the
driver stopped, and all three, driver, conductor and
passenger waved a cheery greeting to a man in kilts
who was walking on the grass. He refused to come
on the ’bus pleading that he was treading out the
daisies.
We all came to Cambridge. Anyway I found
myself in the Bernard Room. Some one was getting
up to speak in the corner. He had ribbons. Ah!
L. W. W--d.
He opened his mouth and shut it again as if to
shew what a beautiful snap he could make in the
process.
I laughed.
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He started addressing the chair, but spoke in a
deprecatory tone of interruptions .
. . interruptions
. . . . interruptions. He seemed unable to pass
beyond that word.
“Ha! Interruptions! Ha!
There was a duel on a point of order between the
speaker and chairman, and, the latter having asked me
to refer to the rules, I explained to him clearly that one
has to keep on either side of the Thames going upstream and in the middle going down. Everyone was,
of course, satisfied and produced golf-sticks to play
skittles. I was finally knocked down by an unexpected
walnut dropping from the tree in the Old Court. I hit
my head incidentally against my watch which shewed
twenty-seven minutes past eight.
“By Jove! Just in time for a bath!”
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Q. C. B. C.
HE Lents were chiefly remarkable in that both boats were
coached by resident Queens’ men. The thanks of all
are due to Mr. L. W. Wood and Mr. F. R. W. Hunt to whose
skilful and painstaking coaching the success of the boats was
due. The fact that we improved our positions in both first
and third divisions, in spite of the May boat having ascended
into the first division, is sufficient testimony to the soundness
of the instruction given.
On the first night both boats rowed over.
On the second the first boat rowed over and the second
boat bumped Peterhouse.
On Friday the first boat bumped “First” II. when overlapped by Jesus II. The second boat rowed over.
On Saturday the first boat made abortive attempts to
catch Caius, and the second succeeded in bumping King’s II.

T

CHARACTERS OF THE 1ST BOAT.

Bow H. D. Townend
2 C. L. Nightingale
3 K. W. Pain
4 E. S. Orme
5 O. Tindall
6 H. W. Arden
7 F. A. Page
Str. H. E. Chandler
Cox P. H. Parker

11
10
10
11
13
11
10
11
9

1
4
13
6
2
13
1
6
0

Works hard.
Improved.
Stiff.
Flops.
Heavy.
Late.
v. Cambridge Review.
Short.
Clever with his hands,
but rather blasé

2ND. BOAT.

Bow
2
3
4
5
6
7
Str.
Cox

T. W. L. Parker
B. E. Eldridge
E. N. Pedley
J. I. Cohen
L. Hewitt
W. H. Sparling
H. L. C. Smith
I. C. Barltrop
F. E. Briscoe

10
11
11
11
12
12
11
10
9

0
0
10
10
7
6
8
8
2

Finishes awkwardly. Tries.
Has come on a lot.
Should be good later on.
Individualistic, but a trier.
Keen, should be more cheerful.
Strong.
Much improved.
Stroked well.
Inexperienced as yet.
Must
not nag at his crew.

M. H. B. S.
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Q. C. A. F. C.
LTHOUGH our teams have been handicapped by having
to play on very heavy grounds, the season’s record is
fairly successful. The 1st. XI. keeps the same position in the
first division of the league as it did last year. Our ability to
play the same team in almost every match accounts in a large
measure for our success. Owing to the untiring efforts of the
captain the 2nd. XI. has well maintained its place in the
second division of the league. We can therefore again record
the fact that we are the only College with one team in the first
division and another in the second division of the league.
We have been fortunate in obtaining two fixtures with
Queen’s, Oxford. The first match was played at home early
this term and we managed to win by the odd goal. The
return match has not yet been played. Mention must be
made of the keenness with which the captain has carried
out his duties. His enthusiasm is most infectious.
Full 1st. XI. colours have been awarded to E. F. Duggan,
C. J. H. Treglown, A. F. J. Hopewell, H. A. K. Barker,
C. O. Skey, D. Boumphrey, C. B. Westall, H. P. Smith, to
whom congratulations are due.

A

CHARACTERS.

H J. Thompson, capt. (centre-half)—Brilliant though modest.
N. H Langley-Smith, sec. (back)—An energetic sec., who will make
a good captain. Has been unable to play for the whole season, except in
one league game when the team realised what they might have done had
he played regularly. Has had very bad luck.
H C. Grace (left-half)—A neat kick who feeds his forwards well.
Passes accurately, but is not energetic enough.
E. F. Duggan (left-back)—Quick and sometimes questionable. Has
many tricks and much bustle. When annoyed plays well.
H. A. K. Barker (outside-left)—Is perhaps the best of the forwards.
Plays a hard game and never gives in. Is a really good “wing-man.”

Q. C. A. F. C.
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C. J. H. Treglown (centre-forward)—Has very fine control of the
ball, but doesn’t go straight enough. Passes to the right too much and
rather starves the left.

A. F. J. Hopewell (inside-left)—Feeds his outside well, but wants to
do more with the ball himself. Is a good shot on occasions.
C. O. Skey (right-back)—Fat. Moderately safe and very keen. Has
filled an unaccustomed place well and is indispensible as an entertainer.
D. Boumphrey (inside-right)—A good forward who should improve a
great deal. With the outside has made a strong wing. Shoots well and
works hard.

B. C. Westall (outside-right)—Is very fast and quite neat. Is a good
shot but shoots too much when he should centre. Has a poor opinion of
one of the ’Varsity halves.
H. P. Smith—Is a good half who works hard. Has improved
immensely since the beginning of the season. Passes well. Would like
to be heavier.
2ND. XI. CHARACTERS.

H. J. L. Leigh-Clare—A mild and inoffensive captain.
Performed without any considerable loss of dignity at both left-back and
centre-half. Terrifically fast!

year.

H. W. Austin—Right-half. Has improved very much since last
Tackles firmly yet courteously, and is a hard worker.

E. H. King—A sturdy and dashing forward. Combines the eloquence
of a guinea-fowl with the speed of a gazelle ka. Is rather inclined to
run wide at the corners, and usually warps amidships when charged.
A wondrous shot.
C. E. Duke Baker—Had the misfortune to get crocked while assisting
the 1st. XI. An energetic and hardworking half-back, but might give his
passes better; inclined to balloon his kicks.
P. Ingleson—Not quite the build for a winger, but once he gets going
is an awkward man to stop. Centres extremely well: is also a sprinter!
W. C. Couch—Tricky and effective at outside-right : takes his passes
well, but should centre more instead of passing in.

G. H. Kingdon—Our most prolific goal getter : is fast and resourceful,
but rather overdoes the juggling business. Shoots well when he has plenty
of time.
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H. G. Evans—A lengthy and statuesque goalkeeper. On the slow
side, and lacks decision, but is safe to stop anything he can reach—
and that is saying a good deal. Kicks well.
C. J. Couch—Right-back. A fairly sound tackler, and accurate
if not powerful in his kicking. Very consistent.
A. D. Ellison—A sound tackler, but is very slow at clearing, and
should mark his wing man more closely. Passes well.

E. D. Spackman—Fell off rather towards the end of the season ;
has plenty of pace, but does not use it enough.
W. F. Jary—Came in the team late in the season as left-back.
A good kick and sound tackler, but has not yet sufficient acquaintance
with the position. Should be very useful next year.

VictorIES.—This team beat——(suppressed, by order of
the 1st. XI. captain).
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Q. C. H. C.
HE season of 1913 will not leave pleasant memories as at
the time of writing we have not scored any points in the
League, and our position is extremely precarious. In the First
Division matches cannot be won without some skill, and skill
cannot be obtained in a few weeks. We must hope for fresh
talent next year; it is needed desperately badly.

T

CHARACTERS.

J. A. Burness—A faithful but not always sure goal-keeper, who has
failed to reproduce his form of last season. Still retains his boundary shot.
J. P. Dalley—Is stern and merciless. When roused—at times terrific
and always indefatigable. A pleasant secretary—ask the 2nd. XI.
H J. Thompson— Looks on life more cheerfully: has a deadly but
effective golf stroke, and dislikes free hits.
A. Ellison—A promising though silent fresher. Should feed his for
wards and remember there is a left wing. Has apparently had some
trouble with his barber.
J. R. Handford—Has worked hard in a difficult position but too
often delays his passes. “Roar not lest thou be abolished.”
H. J. L. Leigh-Clare—Slow but steady. Has improved greatly. Is
not easily ruffled and has a pretty wit.
E. F. Du
ggan (captain)—Has wandered far seeking rest and though
“very slow and too clumsy,” has met with some success as outside-left.
As captain is critical but encouraging.
H. J. Hallett—Has had an “off” season—a dainty player, fleet of foot
but inclined to overrun the ball. Was roused on at least one occasion.
E. D. Spackman—Has possibilities, but suffers from nerves. An
uncertain shot and a slow starter—but enthusiastic beyond words.
Inside-right— ?

H. A. K
. Barker—A hard-working outside-right. Rather too circular
in his movements and mistrusts his inside man.

D
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Athletics.
HIS year we have had a distinctly successful season. Not
only did we win the Challenge Cup for Division II. of
the Inter-Collegiate Competition, but our representatives also won
the Relay Race. After being so narrowly defeated by Sidney
in the Competition last year, it is all the more gratifying to have
achieved our object this season.
By far the hardest contest was that against Clare in the
first round on January 23rd and 25th. The result remained
in doubt until the last event but one. On the first day H. M.
Tulloch won the Quarter for us, D. W. Irving was second
in the Hammer, M. Thompson and H. M. Tulloch obtained
four points in the High Jump, and B. L. A. Kennett easily
won the Mile. At the end of the first day Clare were leading
by 23 points to 17. On the second day our representatives
were more successful. H. M. Tulloch and P. A. T. Simey
were first and second in the 100 Yards, O. Tindall and J. P.
Dalley were first and third in the Weight, and B. L. A. Kennett
and H. C. Grace were first and third in the Half-Mile.
P. A. T. Simey, M. Thompson and H. M. Tulloch took all the
points in the Long Jump. This made our total 49 points, and
we had won when Tulloch beat Thorne in the Hurdles in very
good time. Clare supplied the first two men home in the
Three Miles and so we won by 56 points to 44.
We met Corpus in the second round on February 4th and
6th. We were not nearly so hard pressed as we had been
against Clare, and won comfortably by 68 points to 32. Our
opponents secured first places in the 100 Yards, Quarter-Mile,
and Hammer. The other seven events were won by Queens’
men. We again obtained ten points in the Long Jump.

T
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B. L. A. Kennett once more easily won the Half and Mile, and
Tulloch the Hurdles, and we secured all three places in the
High Jump, which was won by M. H. B. Scott.
The Final round was the easiest of the three. We were
opposed by Fitzwilliam Hall on the 11th and 13th of Feb
ruary. Except in the Weight and Hammer Queens’ did as they
liked, obtaining first and second places in all eight events, and,
in five of the eight, the third place also. We led by 43 points
to 7 on the first day, and finally won by 80 points to 20.
Undoubtedly we had a very strong all-round team for
a college in the second division, and we hope that what is left
of the team will do well in the first division next year. Owing
to the energy of the president, colours have been obtained for
the team, viz. a scarf, which can be worn by any member of the
team, and a blazer, which can be worn by any member who has
full colours. Several of our athletes are competing in the
’Varsity Sports where we hope they will be successful.
G. R. S.
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St. Margaret’s Society Concert.
VERY successful concert, in aid of the College Mission,
was given in the Hall on Saturday, December 7th., 1912.
It is difficult to single out items to be noticed here without
seeming to make invidious distinctions, but mention must be
made of the admirable singing of four English Folk-Songs by
Mrs. Morley Fletcher. These folk-songs, the genuine heritage
of the English people, are gradually becoming more and more
widely known, and we owe a debt of gratitude to Mrs. Fletcher
for giving such delightful examples to a Queens’ audience. It
was very unfortunate that Miss Greenwood could not take her
share in the programme, but we hope to hear her before long.
Mrs. Murray most kindly played a pianoforte solo instead, while
Mr. Hunt gave, at very short notice, some of his conjuring tricks
in his own inimitable manner.
Mr. Samson and the Committee of the St. Margaret’s
Society deserve congratulations upon the success of the
Concert, which resulted in the sum of £4 17s. 6d. being
handed over to the Treasurer of the Mission. The full pro
gramme was as follows:—
PROGRAMME.

A

Part I.
1. PIANO DUET.......... Overture “ Ruy Blas ”............... Mendelssohn
F. L. Pedley and L. W. Halse
2. Song......................... “Autumn Song”............................. Elgar
F. R. C. Davidson
3. Folk Songs......(a) “Oh, Waly, Waly”
(b) “Dabbling in the Dew”
Mrs. W. M. Fletcher
4. VIOLIN Duet................. “Legende”..........................Haakmann
L. W. Halse and W. J. A. Whyte (Caius)
5. Piano Solo.................... “Romance”........................ Schumann
Mrs. J. O. F. Murray
6. CONJURING............................................. .............. F. R. W. Hunt

St. Margaret’s Society Concert.
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Part II.

7.

SONGS

(а) “O mistress mine”
(b) “Blow, blow thou winter wind”

Quilter

S. C. Blackden
8.

’Cello Solo................ “ Arlequin ”................................. Popper
C. O. Skey

9.

Folk Songs...(a) “Flowers in the Valley”
(b) “Oh no, John”

Mrs. W. M. Fletcher
10. Song............... “ Nelson’s gone a sailing”............................ Lohr
R. J. Green
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The Dial
(concluded).
TO most of us, Latin is an easy language to forget.
And so, although we have all perforce had some
acquaintance with Latin in the past, and although it is
the Latin for “Sunrise,” not the English for “Ortus
Solis,” that we have already noted on the face of the
Dial, yet when we see there such groups of letters as
SEBS it is for an English explanation that we first
look. And this is fortunate, since it is in English and
not in Latin that the meaning of these groups is to be
found. The groups are the signs attached to a number
of vertical lines which cross our Dial, and they are
nothing more mysterious than the initial letters of the
names of various points of the compass, from East
South-East on the left to South-West on the right.
Like all the details of the Dial except those which give
us merely the time of day, these lines give us their
information by means of the ball on the style. The
letters associated with any particular line tell us the
direction of the Sun when the shadow of the ball is on
that line. Thus if on occasion we find the shadow to be
on the line which is drawn downwards from the first O
of the word HORIZON, we know that anyone
then facing the Sun is looking South-East by East. Of
course in general the shadow will not lie precisely upon
one of the lines, and an estimate must then be formed,
from the position of the shadow between two verticals,
of the precise direction, between the two corresponding
points of the compass, in which the sun is situated.
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Of the lines on the face of the Dial, one group alone
remains to be discussed. This group consists of a num
ber of narrow black lines radiating from the mid-point of
the Horizon line. It is easy enough to state in technical
language what angle it is that these rays help us to
record; but perhaps the clearest expression we can use
here is that they enable us to say at any time where the
Sun would have been did it behave like the Sun of our
earliest schooldays, rising in the East, and passing over
head at noon (instead of never coming within twentyeight degrees of the zenith!), to set with deadly
monotony due West.
Below the border of the Dial proper, and forming,
there is architectural evidence to suppose, no part of the
original design, are three rows of numbers. I have
known the imagination of the undergraduate cicerone
rise to a hundred different heights in explanation of
this table of figures. Whether any one of the hundred
solutions was swallowed by the fair relation to whom it
was offered cannot be ascertained. The real object of
the extension is to enable the Dial to play the part of a
Moon-dial as well as that of a Sun-dial, in a manner
which we must explain.
If we could see traced out on the sky the path
of the Sun during a whole day, the moon would
always be found in or close to that path ; and the
distance of the Moon ahead of the Sun would be simply
proportional to the Moon’s age, a new moon being
extremely near the Sun (an eclipse of the Sun can take
place only when the Moon is new, a fact of which not every
writer of fiction seems to be aware), a full Moon half a
day’s journey away, and the Moon as it dies at the end
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of the Lunar month overtaking the Sun to commence
again. We take the Lunar month to consist of thirty
days. Thus, for example, a five-days-old Moon has
completed one sixth of its monthly course and is there
fore one sixth of a day’s journey ahead of the Sun in the
sky. Suppose further that some wakeful inhabitant of
the Old Court sees that the Moon, five days old, is casting
the shadow of the style across the hour-mark IX. He
knows that in one sixth of a day, that is, in four hours’
time, the Sun will reach the place in the sky now
occupied by the Moon, and will therefore cast the
shadow of the style across the figure IX. That is, in four
hours’ time it will be nine o’clock: it is now five.
But what, the reader asks, has the mysterious table
to do with all this? Indeed the part it plays is quite
trivial, I fear. It saves us the labour of calculating from
the Moon’s age to the number of hours and minutes by
which Moon-time is in advance of Clock-time; and
since an addition or subtraction of a round twelve
hours, that is, of half a day, makes no difference to
Clock-time, the addition to or subtraction from the
Moon’s age of half a Lunar month, that is, of fifteen
days, leaves unaltered the amount by which Moon-time
exceeds Clock-time. The entries for the second half of
the month would therefore be a repetition of those for
the first half; and so, instead of actually repeating the
figures, the designer of the table has shewn the two
ages to which the same entry applies, putting the
number of hours and minutes of excess in the second
row while the corresponding ages of the Moon in the
first half of the month are in the first row and
the corresponding ages of the dying Moon are in
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the third row.
Thus the process of using the
Dial as a Moon-dial is as follows. First ascertain
roughly the age of the Moon; this can be told with
sufficient accuracy for our present purpose, by mere
notice of the phase of the Moon; the first half-moon
is 7½ days old, the full-moon 15, and the second half-moon
22½, but the phase is changing most rapidly when
about half the disc is illuminated, so that the Moon is
already 5 days old when the breadth of the crescent
is only a quarter of the total diameter, and is only 10
days old when three-quarters of the face is bright,
similar remarks applying also to the phases in the
second half of the Lunar month. Now look in the
first or third row of the table for the entry nearest to
the estimated age of the Moon, and the corresponding
figures in the second row give the number of hours and
minutes by which the reading given by the shadow of
the style is in advance of Clock-time. Subtracting
then the second-row reading from the shadow reading,
having first added twelve hours to the latter if it does
not already exceed the former, we find the actual time,
by a process interesting perhaps but certainly not very
accurate, for not only would an error of less than a day
in our judgment of the Moon’s age be sufficient to
modify the result to the extent of three-quarters of an
hour, but also the motion of the Moon, though the
account we have given of it is the best possible first
approximation to its description, is so irregular, and the
Moon itself is so near to the Earth, that readings at the
same time of night and at the same age of the Moon
may differ, at different seasons of the year, by almost
as much as, though not by more than, half an hour!
E
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The reader who infers from the moonlit Dial a time
differing by less than an hour from that announced on
the Clock above it, will have every reason to be satisfied
with his performance!
We have now learnt to extract from the shadow on
the Dial, whether by day or by night, all the informa
tion which it can afford. Let me conclude with three
queries which may occur to the interested observer and
to which the writer among others would be glad to learn
the answers. What is the meaning of the number 6.34
in the Longitudo column close to the symbol for the
Twins? What are the relations between Venus and the
Bull, Mars and the Ram, and so on, that are responsible
for the appearance on the Dial of the symbols for these
Planets close to the pictures representing the respective
Signs? And what are the figures of eight which are to
be found in a number of places?

S. Bernard Society.
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S. Bernard Society.
RESHMEN, please note and forgive—The first year,
of whom we are taught to expect the frivolity and
hilarity which the wisdom so-called of greater years has done
much to exhaust, has for the most part not risen to the
occasion. Those of it who have spoken in debates we can just
count on our fingers, but most of them have only spoken once.
Those who have performed in concerts have often been nervous
or comatose.
We look forward to the Dons’ debate to relieve the
tedium of a succession of—with certain sparkling exceptions—
somnolent Saturday evenings. Although, when this appears,
the Dons will have expended their pro and contra-feminist
activities, we should like now to express the pious aspiration
that they will not resort to certain methods used lately in
the discussion of this problem: that they will not come to
scratches.

F
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Q. C. C. U.
HE numbers at Friday night meetings have been dis
appointing compared with last term’s. The speakers
have not: three out of the six, by the way, were laymen—
which, those who regard the Q. C. C. U. as a Sort of
ordinands’ mutual sermon-reading association, please note.
Missionary study bands used “The Outcaste’s Hope,”
by Godfrey Phillips.
To turn to the devotional side; the Tuesday evening
meetings have been a little better attended. May we remind
gentlemen : (1) that there is nothing to fear in these meetings,
but that they are vital to our corporate existence; (2) that
they continue next term also.

T

The Quaerists.
HE silly printer’s error, Catholic for catholic, in our last
term’s notes, does not seem to have choked off many.
Our meetings have been successful, and the membership has
increased. Though Melba and the first day of the Lents and
Mr. Benson clashed, fifty people turned up when he came
to us. The Fellows kindly lent us the Combination Room.
In Lewis Carroll Mr. Benson’s inimitable style and light
humorous touch found a very congenial subject, so that the
interest and the laughter never flagged.

T
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The Mission.
INCE last term the Missioner has moved into the next
house and the whole of the Mission house is now avail
able for Club purposes. One room has been fitted up for
Scout work ; the Kitchen is used as a Canteen, and it has been
found possible to convert one room into a Reading room.
We are now making use of a local Technical Institution
where excellent evening classes are held. A few boys are
attending the Farriery and Metal-work classes, and seem to be
making progress. It is not difficult to get them to begin, but
it is quite a business to persuade them to keep up their interest
in such things. Some naturally do not see the fun of working in
the evening when they have been at it all day, and others much
prefer billiards in the Club or a chat at the street-corner.
We were delighted to welcome the President on January
13th. It was most unfortunate that the fog prevented many
old Queens’ men from being present, and necessitated an early
departure lest there should be any delay in getting to the great
termini. Many found great difficulty in finding Queens’ House.
Visitors should remember that it is at the Bermondsey end of
Rotherhithe, or they may find themselves landed 2½ miles away
at the other end of the street. It is only a ten minutes’ tram
ride from London Bridge.
Several of the boys are already looking forward very keenly
to the Summer camp.
J. K.

S
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Old Queens’ Men.
F. C. Clare has been ordained to St. Peter’s, Eaton Square.
The Rev. H. Perry is a chaplain at Bedford School.
The Rev. E. Band is head of the Presbyterian Mission School at
Tainan, Formosa.
The Rev. R. W. Doyle has taken over Hatfield House School,
Redland, Bristol.

Dr. L. B. Perry has accepted a post as head surgeon in a new
hospital to be established near Nairobe in British East Africa.
H. P. Sparling is a mathematical master at Holt School, Norfolk.
W. B. Veysey has a mastership at Ovingdean, Brighton.
C. D. Roechling has recovered from dysentry and returned to India
(Lucknow).
A. G. Knight is up keeping this term and next.
L. Fabricus has a railway appointment at Peterborough.
H. B. Thompson has grown a beard (oriental)

MARRIAGES.

The Rev. H. Mellor and J. K. Mannooch.
The following have taken their M.A’s this year:
H. Guy
T. G. Rogers
L. E. Middleton
G. E. Joyce
W. S. Mellor
R. Beverley
A. E. Penney
C. E. Durrant
E. H. Smith
M. G. Ferguson
T. H. Cleworth
H. C. Perry
E. B. Grant
J. Batstone and the Rev. G. F. B. Morris, are doing mission work in
the Congo district.
The Rev. H G. Houseman has resigned the living of St. Peter’s, South
Acton.
The Rev. H Mellor, Curate of St. Cuthbert’s, Everton, Liverpool, has
been given the living of Ruskington, Sleaford.
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Correspondence.
To the Editor of ‘The Dial.’

SIR.—Many regret the introduction of the Supplementary
Hymn Book. May we not at least have fewer hymns
from that book and more from the Ancient and Modern?
Out of twenty-nine hymns appointed for the Sunday services
this term thirteen are from the Supplementary book. On two
Sundays three out of the four hymns, and on two Sunday
evenings both hymns, are from the same source.
Surely this is hardly a fair division since there are eight
times as many hymns in the Ancient & Modern edition as
in this Supplementary book.
I am,
Yours, etc.,
AN ADMIRER of Hymns A. & M.
QUEENS’ COLLEGE.

To the Editor of ‘The Dial.’

Dear Sir.—Being an ordinary sort of insignificant person
I have hitherto escaped the scurrilous attentions of The Dial,
and can therefore speak without personal bias.
It is very generally felt that The Dial should not depend
on personal attacks for its humour. A harmless and goodnatured joke no one minds, but the deliberate evolving of
remarks intentionally and wilfully unkind is a thing that might
well be discontinued now that you have succeeded to the
editorial chair.
Also, Sir, may I ask if it is the especial duty of The Dial
Committee to divulge to the College in general the names of
those who prefer to write anonymously?
Yours sincerely,
ME.
[Swank!—Ed.]
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Dear SIR,—A large part of the College is righteously
indignant at the absurd and spiteful scurrilities of which
The Dial has lately been guilty. May I voice their opinion ?
In any case it is patently absurd to attempt by means of
personal insults the reformation of those unfortunates who
have offended The Dial committee; and, further, they cannot
even be excused by the presence of humour—or at least any
humour which those of us can see who come from
North of the Tweed.
[If our correspondent really does come from that region we
make discretion the better part of valour and refuse to
attempt the task of explaining jokes.
“To be generous, guiltless, and of free disposition is to
take those things for bird-bolts that you deem cannon
bullets.”
—Ed.]

To the Editor of ‘The Dial.’

Dear SIR.—We have grown larger. Hence it follows
that we need in all our college appointments larger accom
modation. My special grievance is the cycle shed. I would
like to hint, with all due respect to those concerned, that
in the past the accommodation afforded to cycles in college has
not been quite in proportion to the amount charged. In my
own case, when out of college I received much greater atten
tion for a less amount. But now, Sir, it seems as though
the case has grown worse. I believe that there are about
twenty-five or more men in college this year than in previous
years; consequently, even this term there is not sufficient
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on the floor of the shed for all our cycles. It is difficult
to imagine what will happen next term. Moreover, there
is now even less chance of our cycles receiving due personal
attention—which I understand the college guarantees when
charging the cycle subscription. Much has been given us. It
is but inevitable that we should require more. But I feel that
this is a grievance which has only to receive the publicity
which your pages afford, in order to meet with a prompt and
efficient remedy.
Yours faithfully,
P. A. T.
room

To the Editor of ‘The Dial.’

Queens’ College,
26th. February, 1913.
DEAR SIR.—What is the use of the College Library when
it is only open for a short half-hour five days in the week?
Many of us have lectures from twelve to one o’clock almost
every day, which means, e.g. that if a would-be borrower from
the Library does not go for his book one day he may have
to wait an inconveniently long time before he can go again.
I have used the phrase “short half-hour” because punc
tuality is not the chief characteristic of those who open the
Library for us: this was especially noticeable at the end
of last term.
Yours, etc.,
X. Y. Z.
[We entirely agree, and hope those in authority who see
this letter will act for us.—Ed.]

F
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QUEENS’ COLLEGE.
Dear Sir.—May I suggest through your columns that
the door entering into the New Court be not closed until
later next term ? I quite understand that it is desirable to
have it closed at 4.30 during the two winter terms, but it
seems to me that in the summer when the evenings are
lighter it might very well be left open until sunset. For
those of us who live in Friars’ or Doket’s Buildings, it is
annoying to have to go such a long way round.
Yours, etc.,
GATED.
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Committee.
A. B. Cook, Esq.
N. MILLER, Editor.

G. R. SANDFORD, Treasurer.
J. R. Wade.
P. A. Tharp.
H. J. THOMPSON.

J. R. Harris.

J. I. Cohen.

The subscription to The Dial is 3/- per annum. This
includes postage. All subscriptions should be sent to the
Hon. Treasurer, G. R. Sandford.
All contributions must be accompanied by the writer’s
name, not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of
good faith.
Contributors may, if they prefer it, enclose their name
in a separate envelope, which will not be opened if the article
be rejected.

Q P. V.

Queens’ Palace of Varieties.
F. R. C. D-v-ds-n

......................................

Manager.

The Management beg to announce the following
STAR BILL:—

CL-R-

FRANKIE

Positively his last appearance!

H-W-TT

LUCY

The Fairy-like (!) devotee of Terpsichore.

MORRIS

HOGARTH

T-LL-CH

Our fourth-rate lightning sketch artiste.

LOFLY

LULU

The Broncho Bustress of the Fens.

CURLY

TH-MPS-N

The Gurkha sage.

GROUSESMITH
Society Entertainer.

Q. P. V.

EATING HOUSE
DINNERS PARTLY SERVED HOT.

ONE PRICE FOR ALL.

MENU
Odeur de poissons

Oeufs au nez

Entrailles de rien-à-terre
Roué de ros-bif

Figs à la guinée par boîte

Fromage comme ci comme ça

Tout est servi avec la même

Sauce Magnifique

TWICE NIGHTLY:

6 and 7 o’clock.

J. Hall & Son, Printers, 51, Trumpington Street, Cambridge.

